We were in the skies
and on the ground at
the DNC!
Our “Plane Truth”
banner exposed the
truth that abortion is
the greatest killer of
black Americans.
On the streets, we
used Operation
Overpass, our Truth
Truck, handheld signs,
and more to urge
voters to exercise
their civic duty on
behalf of the most
marginalized in our
society: the preborn.
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Dozens of activists converged on Columbus, OH for this year’s Day of Action! After a crash-course in how to
talk about abortion, we took them to several outreach sites to put their skills to practice.
Check out our team photo and comments from several participants below!

“It’s simpler than I thought to talk
about abortion. I am walking away
with more confidence, interest,
drive and less fear.” - Hannah

“I learned about the apologetics
behind the pro-life movement
and how to debunk pro-abortion
arguments.” - Luke

“Created Equal allows you to learn
through real experiences; they equip you
with the tools you need and get you out
in the real world to talk to people.”- Ellie

At the end of the summer, we commissioned our newest class
of graduating interns for the work ahead! Two are returning this
fall for an academic-year internship with our team. Others have
already gone on to assemble and lead their own outreach teams
in their hometowns.
Check out our YouTube channel, Created Equal Films, to see our

Watch our graduates reflect on the summer: summer 2020 interns in action!
http://createdequal.org/intern-2020.

Did you watch the formal debate this summer between Created
Equal’s Seth Drayer and Indiana abortion advocate Erin Fogg?
The debate was focused on one question: Is elective abortion a
moral right or wrong? But the event took a shocking twist when
Fogg stormed off the stage shortly after Seth’s opening remarks!
You’ve got to watch it to believe it.
Fogg is not the only abortion supporter trying to stifle dialogue.
Why do many abortion advocates reject civil But we will not be stopped. We keep taking our winning
message before the public—and every time we do, hearts are
dialogue? Watch the clip to find out:
http://www.createdequal.org/fogg-debate. reached and minds are changed.

1.

Donate to help us reach Americans with our vital “Vote Anti-Abortion” campaign! Citizens must be informed
about this defining moral issue. Your gifts of any size are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.

2.

Join the Justice Ride! We’ve begun accepting applications for the 2021 Justice Ride to Florida. The trip is open to
all high school and college students, but you should apply today because the bus is already filling up! It will take place
from Feb 26—Mar 6, 2021. Visit JusticeRide.org for details. Apply online: CreatedEqual.org/Justice21.

3.

Share our videos on social media! From The Mark Harrington Show social commentary to “man on the street”
videos from outreach, we are producing content that can encourage, inspire, and even reach hearts and change
minds. Help us spread the word! Visit YouTube.com/CreatedEqualFilms to get started!

